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Welcome to the Backshop. 
 

Here at the Backshop we can be a great source for information, help and advice with your project.  It’s our goal to provide a 

high level of service coupled with our high-quality detail castings, parts, and supplies. 

We are railroaders and steam people, with more than twenty-five years of full-size steam excursion service.  We understand 

steam engines and are here to help you.  Keeping customers on track and turning customers into friends reinforce the great 

social aspect of camaraderie in this hobby.   With all the great live steam and outdoor railroad clubs and tracks located 

around the country and world today, families are offered the opportunity to travel and experience what the world has to 

offer while enjoying their hobby together.  It guarantees a fun hands-on experience because there is always something for 

everyone to do at a large meet.  When building your project, we offer a wide selection of items to help dress it up and 

sometimes add to function.  

Over the past several years we have noticed increased participation by younger enthusiasts and families in this fantastic 

hobby.  This is a welcome sight and needed addition to help ensure the health of our hobby.  Little Engines is committed to 

helping these younger and less experienced enthusiasts get on track.  We want to remind the more advanced members of 

the slogan ‘Each One Teach One’ when it comes to encouraging our newer members.  The best way to learn is by doing. 

Taking one of our small accessory casting kits to machine and assemble can be a great way to learn and get a feel for 

machining. 

Here at the Backshop we are constantly working to bring more new and different products out. Don’t see what you need?  

Ask…we just might consider adding it to our line. We do most development in-house and take advantage of modern 

technology to assist in new product development to bring the highest level of detail we can. This technology allows us to 

make detail parts that could not be made years ago it’s been a great journey and we look forward to the road ahead with 

more great things to come. 

Personally, I derive great enjoyment from traveling with my friends, both old and new, and running trains.  These have been 

a great stress reliever and some of the best and most rewarding times of my life.   

I sincerely hope this hobby will reward you as it has us. 

 

Mike & Laurie 
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Email a picture of your project/locomotive to 

highiron@aol.com and we will include some of them here in 

the next revision of the catalog when we add more customer 

photo pages 

mailto:highiron@aol.com
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Bells 
Steam Locomotive, Diesel, and Critters 

 

 

1.5 “Scale investment cast brass. Baldwin Top 

Mount Bell. Available machined ready to install or 

in casting set kit 

BBK-1M Machined $195.00 

BBK-1 Rough Kit $140.00 

 

1.5/1.6 “scale investment cast brass Top mount 

bell. Stud threaded 5/16-18. Available machined or 

rough kit. Radius boiler adaptors available in flat, 

6, 7, 8-5/8, 9, 10, 11 & 12” 

TMB-1501 Machined $185.00 

TMB-1501K Rough Kit 

$135.00 

BA-? Boiler adaptor $9.00 

 

1.5/1.6 “scale investment cast brass front mount 

bell. Available machined or rough kit. 

FMB-1501 Machined $185.00 

FMB-1501K Rough Kit 

$135.00 

 

 

1.5 “Scale investment cast brass. Baldwin Style 

Front Mount Bell. Available machined only 

BBFM-1M   Machined 

$195.00 

 

 

Scale EMD Switcher Bell. Investment cast 

brass designed from actual EMD drawings. 

Available machined RTR or as rough 

castings. 

EMDSW15-100M RTR 

$195.00 

EMDSW15-100R  $95.00 

 **** NOTE**** 

All 1.5” casting kits can be ordered with bell 

polished for an additional $15.00 

 

  

2.5” Scale Bell Coming Soon 
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Lighting 
Head Lights, Back-up, Cab/Gauge, Number Board, Class, and Marker 

 

1-1/2” Scale investment cast brass. High detail 

Pyle National 14” Headlight w/ lighted angled 

number boards, RTR. Castings only set or deluxe 

kit 

PNHL15 M    $525.00 

PNHL15 R     $265.00 

PNHL15 DK  $335.00 

 1.6” Scale investment cast brass. Economy Pyle 

National head Light w/ UN-lighted angled number 

boards. This is the original RRSC Mikado headlight, 

RTR, castings only or deluxe kit 

PNHL-1501M   $425.00 

PNHL-1501R    $180.00 

PNHL-1501DK  $225.00 

 

Generic fabricated 1.5/1.6 scale can style 

headlights using an MR-16 bulb.  A great Critter or 

generic diesel light with or with out number 

boards. (Number boards do not light up) 

SBNHL15   $195.00 

SBHL15      $165.00 

 

True 1.5” scale Pyle National tender back-up light. 

Investment cast brass, is color changing just as the 

prototype, uses 000-120 and 00-90 hardware and 

features a TRUE Fresnel lens 

PNTBL-15      $195.00 

PNTBL-15C   $95.00 
(2pc casting set only) 

 

1.5” Scale investment cast brass Pyle National 

“Flying” Number Boards. Can be made to work 

with 12 or 6 volts. Available machined, Castings 

only or deluxe kit 

NMBD1516M   $395.00 

NMBD1516R   $165.00 

NMBD1516DK   $225.00 

 

Pyle National 1.5” scale investment cast brass 

working Cab/Gauge lights. 12 volt. 

CBL16-M  $44.00 

 

1,5” Scale locomotive class lamp and tender marker 

lamps. (Adlake lamp on ALCO bracket pictured) 

Pyle Nation style available. Supply is limited call 

for your needs 

Call for pricing and 

availability. 

 

ALCO Bracket set (L&R) 

$28.00 
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Valves 
Whistle, Drifting, Decorative and Replacement Handles 

 

Our best in type high flow whistle valve. Features 

1/8” NPT female thread on inlet & outlet. These 

are NOT modified check or any other type of 

valve and are made by us. 

WV125M   $70.00 

 

Our mini dummy valves are perfect for super detailing. 

Available in straight or angle 226 & 227 will tap for 6-

32 and work well with 1/16 to 3/32 on small end. 228 

& 229 will tap 8-32 or 10-32 and 1/8 “ on small end of 

valve 

All part number are $5.00 each 

 

Investment cast Bronze. Our replacement valve 

wheel handles are strong. 15-100 and 15-750 

feature a 1/8” square center shaft hole and 15-625 

is solid to drill and tap as desired 

VW-625   $8.00 

VW-750    $9.00 

VW-100   $10.00 

 

Our 1.5 scaled vertical drifting valve. Has 1/8th 

NPT male thread and works like a charm. Made 

from solid brass with a stainless ball. Sold 

individually 

BDV125   $35.00 each 

   

 

Cylinder Cocks 
Steam operated. 

 

 

 

Our new low profile side inlet steam operated 

cylinder cock features 1/8 male NPT thread to the 

cylinder and 3/16 MPT side steam inlet. Great for 

engines with lower ground clearance 

SICC125  $145.00 set of 4 

 

Our tried-and-true standard cylinder cock bottom 

inlet uses the same Teflon disk as our SICC and 

same 1/8 and 3/16 threads, we have been making 

these for over 25 years 

SOCC125  $125.00 set of 4 

 Replacement disk set for either cylinder cock 

above. Sold in a set of 2 

CCD8  $16.00 set of 4 
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Handrail Stanchions 
1.5” Scale and 2.5” Scale 

Our 1.5” scale investment cast 
brass 1 piece simulated top 
clamp handrail stanchions 
designed for 3/16” dia. 
Handrail stock. Either turn and 
thread bottom stem or drill 
and tap as desired. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

HRS5000  $10.00 
 

HRS5001   $10.00 
 

HRS5002   $11.00 
 

HRS5003  $12.00 
 

HRS5004  $13.00 

 

HRS5005  $14.00 

Our 1.5” scale investment cast 
ALCO style 2-piece side 
clamping handrail stanchion. 
Designed for 3/16” stock uses 
a 1-72 bolt and nut for 
clamping (not supplied) 
bottom cored and can be 
tapped 6-32 or 8-32. These 
were the stanchion of choice 
for the NYC and several other 
eastern roads. 
 
Available machined call us for 
a quote 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

NYCA500    $10.00 

 

NYCA625    $12.00 
 

NYCA750    $12.00 
 

NYCA1000   $14.00 

 

NYCA1200   $15.00 
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Our 1.5 “scale Pennsy handrail 
stanchion. An accurate 
representation and is cast to 
work with 5/32” diameter 
handrail stock (can be reamed 
to 3/16) Dimpled at the top 
for cross drilling for retaining 
bolt (not supplied) cored 
bottom for tapping.  

 

PHS-15    $8.00 

Our new 2.5” scale 2-piece 
handrail stanchions. Designed 
for the narrow gauge group 
these use 5/16 diameter 
handrail stock and are cored 
for tapping 6-32 at the top and 
10-32 at the bottom. Perfect 
fit for many of the Colorado 
Narrow gauge engines 
 
Available machined call for a 
quote 

 

BM25-HRS1250   $18.00 

BM25-HRS1812   $20.00 

BM25-HRS2250   $22.00 

   

   

 
Dynamos 

Non-working in 1.5” and 2.5” scales 

 

 

Investment cast in brass 1.5” scale Pyle National 

MO-6 non-working dynamos. available in casting 

set, for those who want to try and make it spin and 

an easy kit (most of the assembly is cast as 1 

piece. Or assembled as a dummy 

PNM6-15K    $265.00 

PNM6-15EK   $290.00 

PNM6-15RTR   $425.00 

 

Investment cast in brass is our 1.5” scale Pyle 

National Type E Dummy Dynamo casting set. Also 

available machined and assembled. All non-

working 

PNE-15K    $230.00 

PNE-15RTR   $325.00 
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 COMING SOON 1.5” SCALE 

NON-WORKING SUNBEAM 

DYNAMO CASTINGS 

 

 

Investment cast brass in 2.5” scale is our Pyle National 

E2 Dynamo. Available as rough castings or machined 

assembled dummy. Special order a casting set to make 

a working steam turbine for it using Sept/Oct 2021 

Live Steam article by David Brush. Many customers 

have been successful in making this into a working 

unit. 

BM25-E2K        $335.00 

BM25-E2RTR   $525.00 

 

Casting set for working model  

$ P’O’R 

 

Electrical and wiring components & fittings 
 

 

Investment cast 1.5 scale Pyle Nation round 4 leg 

junction box castings. Will work with 1/8,5/32 and 

3/16” fittings.   Can be ordered machined call for 

pricing 

PNJB-15   $21.00 

 

Investment cast in brass. 1.5 scale Pyle National 

Conduit junction/connection box. Designed to 

assemble with 2, 00-90 screws. Works with 1/8, 5/32 & 

3/16” fittings.  Available machined call for pricing. 

PNCJB-15   $21.00  

 

SPRING CONDUIT 
Spring conduit available in 1/8” OD and 3/16” OD 

in 12” lengths 

SC12512   $5.00 

SC18712   $6.00 
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Stoker 
Complete dummy units and components for Standard BK Model 

 
 
 

 
BK Stoker Cab Mounted Delivery Housing Sand Casting 
 
 
BK Stoker Housing Bonnet Cover (Lost Wax) 
 
 
BK Stoker Housing Ball Joint Cap Sand Casting 
   
 
BK Stoker Motor Engine Sand Casting 
 
 
Set of 4 lost Wax Engine Heads 
 
 
BK Stoker Main Crank Housing Sand Casting 

 

 

 
BKSTR-100    $68.00   
 
 
BKSTR-110    $60.00   
 
 
BKSTR-200    $16.00   
 
 
BKSTR-300    $46.00   
 
 
BKSTR-310     $45.00   
 
 
BKSTR-400    $68.00   

                                                                                                                                 

 

Machined and assembled from all of the BK castings is 
the complete engine and crank housing. This mounts 
under cab or tender for complete realizim look. Does 
require a fair amount of room. 

BKSTRC-15    $525.00 
 
Call for availability 

 

Our simple machined stoker engine is all our engine 

castings machined and mounted to a 2 x 2 piece of 

angle. This is our most popular model and takes 

very little space. 

BKSTRS-15M    $195.00 

  

Reverser 
(Johnson Bar) casting set 

 

 

3-piece sand cast set to make your oun Johnson Bar. 

Features a long boss on handle to allow custom 

throw as needed. All brass castings 

JBQ-1516     $68.00 
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Bearing & Journal Covers 
Tender, Trailing Truck, Car Trucks 

 

Investment Cast brass Timken journal cover. 

Bolt Circle 1.875” 

Over all diameter  2.060” 

TMK-15   $21.00 

 

Investment cast in aluminum or brass. Our smaller 

diameter Timken cover is perfect for tenders and 

other smaller applications. 

Bolt Circle  1.312”  Overall diameter 1.562” 

TMKS-15T  $14.00 

 

Investment cast brass. Our SKF bearing cover is a 

great looking addition to you project 

Bolt circle 1.750” 

Overall diameter 1.970” 

SKF-15   $21.00 

 

Investment cast brass. Our journal box end cover is 

perfect for those making their own journal boxes 

and need end detail. This is also a direct fir for the 

Little Engines 2-wheel trailing truck journal box as 

well as their Commonwealth tender truck boxes and 

others 

JBC15-43 

 

Investment cast brass. Our AAR journal box lid is a 

faithful reproduction of a lid found on Delta trucks 

and many others fits our cover above with 

perfection and is a direct replacement upgrade to 

many of the sand cast one out there 

JBL15-44AAR 

 

Investment cast brass. Our Symington journal box 

lid is a faithful reproduction of a lid found on many 

Commonwealth tender and car trucks fits our cover 

above with perfection and is a direct replacement 

upgrade to many of the sand cast one out there 

JBL15-44SYM 

 

Investment cast brass. This older style lid with star 

can be found on many arch bar style trucks lid is 

1.562” Tall X 1” wide and has .500” between hinge 

ears. 

JBL15-STAR   $9.00 
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Smoke Box Detail 
Dogs, Hinges and such 

Investment cast brass. Dogs 1, 
2 & 3 are typically used to 
hold smoke box center door to 
ring. 
 
Dog 4 is most commonly used 
for throttle, feed water and 
access plate covers on smoke 
box and or domes. 

  
 

 

 

 

DOG1   $4.00 

DOG2   $4.00 
 

DOG3   $4.50 

DOG4   $4.00 

 
   

 

Investment cast brass. Smoke box door strap hinges 

to swing center door open. Will fit boiler diameters 

from 8 to 14 inches. 4-piece set. 

SBX28-3A   $30.00 

 

Investment cast brass. Okadee smoke box door 

hinge set of 4 pieces and print to machine. Will 

work on 11 to 12” diameter boilers 

SBX28-1112   $150.00 

 
 
COMING SOON 

Investment cast brass. Okadee smoke box door 

hinge set of 4 pieces and print to machine. Will 

work on 10 to11” diameter boilers 

COMING SOON 

 
 
COMING SOON 

Investment cast brass. Okadee smoke box door 

hinge set of 4 pieces and print to machine. Will 

work on 9 to 10” diameter boilers 

COMING SOON 

 

Investment cast brass. Our Elesco feed water 

casting set will help you build an incredible piece 

of detail for the front of your locomotive project. 

Build using a piece of cored iron tube to help ad 

weight to your locomotive 

EFW15-07   $215.00 

 

Investment cast brass. This is the bracket you need 

to mount your headlight on the top of your smoke 

box. It works on most boilers 8 to 11” diameter and 

all our headlights fit it. 

THL-1516   $28.00 
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Hand brake parts 
Wheels, housings, cleavis, ratchets, etc. 

 

 

Investment cast brass. 3 piece set for creating the 

old wheel or stem winder hand brake on you 

project. 

HWR15-03   $22.00 

 

Investment cast brass, Spiral brake wheel 2-7/8” 

Dia. 

BW100-001   $24.00 

 

Investment cast brass, 5 spoke old style brake wheel 

commonly used with vertical shaft  1-7/8” Dia. 

BW100-002     $12.00 

 

Investment cast brass, this wheel is another good 

choice for vertical shaft hand brake and is also used 

on the wheel operated ash pan dump on many steam 

locomotives 2-1/4” Dia 

BW100-005   $15.00 

 

Investment cast brass. Our Minor brake wheel is the 

staple used with our Ajax housing. You will find 

this on many freight and passenger cars as well as 

Diesel locomotives and more.  2-3/4” Dia. 

BW100-006   $22.00 

 

Investment cast brass, our old style “Clover” wheel 

is a great choice for older rolling stock 2-3/4” Dia. 

BW100-007   $22.00 

 

Investment cast brass. This large diameter wheel is 

another great option for the builder 2-7/8” Dia. 

BW100-008   $20.00 

 

Investment cast brass. Our AAR AJAX brake wheel 

housing with a 1942 patent date. This is a staple on 

many pieces of railroad equipment generally paired 

with our MINOR wheel above 

AJBH-6006   $20.00 

 

Investment cast Brass. Our brake chain clevis is 

the perfect touch of Detail for your hand operated 

brake rigging. 

BCLV15   $6.00 
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Detail Parts 
AKA Jewelry, small bits & hard to find parts for locomotives and rolling stock. 

(Unless otherwise noted all parts in this section are investment cast brass.) 

 

Dummy angle cock approx. 2” long works with 

3/16 pipe or 14” OD rubber tube 

AC150-02   $12.00 

 Dummy Glad hand for ¼” OD rubber tube GH150-01   $9.00 

 

Pilot beam pipe bracket. Bolts to the top of the pilot 

beam to support you brake connection pipes. 

PBGHB150   $12.00 

 

Candle stick Flag holders. CNC turned from 360 

brass and tapped 10-32 on bottom for mounting 

these are ½” Dia. By 1-1/2” tall sold in pairs (2 pcs) 

CSFH-150   $24.00 pr. 

 

Cut lever brackets. For use and a variety of railroad 

projects be it a locomotive of rolling stock  sold as 

a set 1 left and 1 right .750 long  and approx.. ,500 

tall. 

CLR-150   $12.00 pr 

 

Polling pocket flush mount. For the front of end of 

your project cast with the correct angle. A nice 

detail to your work.  1.250” x 1.125” 

PP-150   $9.00 

 

Corner polling pocket. Same spec as above but 

made to go on the corner of a wooden beam car, 

CPP-150   $9.00 

 Short grab iron or grab handle. This part has a 

multitude of uses. 1-1/4” center to center on 

mounting holes and approx.. 3/8” standoff. Approx. 

5/32” diameter.  

GI-150   $6.00 

 AAR style standard offset grab iron. Used all over 

on railroad equipment, from end beams to car 

sides ,sides of rolling stock and more. Measure 1-

3/4” CTC mount holes ½” stand off and 1/8” dia. 

GILO-150   $7.00 
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This little handle is great for tool boxes, hatches, 

sand domes and more is 7/8” long and approx.. 

3/16” wide at mounting ends 

HNDL-150   $5.00 

 

Older style short Queen post measures ½” from root 

to base for 1/8” to 5/32” rod 

OQP15-2S   $9.00 

 

Newer style Tall Queen post Measures 9/16” from 

root to base will work with 1/8” and 3/16” diameter 

rod 

QP15-1S   $9.00 

 

Newer style short Queen post Measures 1-1/2” from 

root to base will work with 1/8” and 3/16” diameter 

rod 

QP15-1P   $13.50 

 

Our turn buckle is a great addition to your truss rod 

car works with 1/8” diameter rod. 

This item is available machined call for quote and 

availability 

TB15-01    $7.00 

 

Non-working door , hatch or toolbox hinge is 2” 

long and 1-1/8” wide 

DH150-1   $11.00 

 

2-piece working version of the hinger above 2” long 

by 1-1/8” wide 

WH150-1   $12.00 

 

Our working reefer door hinger is 2” long by 1-1/8” 

wide 

RH159-1   $12.00 

 

Square head lag bolt ½” of thread and head sticks 

up 1/8” and is 1/8” in diameter 

LB001   $3.00 

 

Our stake pocket is a great addition to your 

flat/service car. Accepts ½” square stakes and is 1” 

tall by 1-1/4” wide 

SP500-150   $9.00 
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T-slot lamp bracket for use with class lamps flag 

holders and more ½” square 

TSLB15   $4.00 

 

Generic lever used on blow downs and more 1-5/8” 

long by 5/16” wide at big end 

BDL15   $6.00 

 

Escutcheon plate 1” dia. For 1/4” rod. Used to end 

conduit or handrail/pipe runs at your cab or other 

flat surface 

EP15-250   $6.00 

 

Escutcheon plate ¾” dia. For 3/16” rod. Used to end 

conduit or handrail/pipe runs at your cab or other 

flat surface 

EP15-187   $5.00 

 Louver plate. Used on a veriaty of equipment such 

as diesel side panels and hoods, body vents reefer 

cars and more  2-1/8” wide by 2-3/16” tall 

LP15-200   $21.00    

 

Dummy wash out plugs for approx. a 5/8” hole WOP15-625   $9.00 

 Dummy air governor casting set can be assembled 

as a single or doubled as pictured. Cast with a 

through hole to be tapped ¼” MTP so steam will 

pass through. 

GOV15   $38.00 

 

Our new sand dome caps and rings are a detail item 

sold as a set of 4 casting to complete the top of your 

sand dome the ring is 1-/78” dia. and stands proud 

of dome top by approx. 3/8” 

SDCR15-150   $68.00 set 
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Patent Plates 
Locomotive part and appliance plates 

 1.5” Scale back head crown sheet marker plate CSP150   $20.00 

 2.5” Scale back head crown sheet marker plate CSP250   $25.00 

 

3.75” Scale back head crown sheet marker plate CSP375    $35.00 

 

Locomotive superheater patent plate 1.5 Scale SHP15   $22.00 

 

1.5 Scale Delta trailing truck patent plate DTTP15   $22.00 

 

1.5” Scale type 1 Nicholson Syphon patent plate SYP15-1   $22.00 

 

1.5” Scale type 2 Nicholson Syphon patent plate SYP15-2P   $22.00 
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Specialty Hardware 
 

 

Pyle National style working wing nut eye bolts. 

These are fully functional in 0-80 and 00-90 sizes. 

Eye bolts are fully threaded sold in pairs. Also 

Available un-machined in a tree of 3 

WNEB-080M   $24.00 pr 

WNEB-0090M   $26.00 pr 

PNWNT80   $9.00 

PNWNT90   $9.00 

 Generic wing nut tree and eye bolts sold un-

machined. Wing nuts are a tree of 4. Can bs 

threaded 0-80. Eye bolts are sold individually again 

to be threaded 0-80 

WNT80   $7.00 

80EB   $1.00 each 

 

Lifting shackle for added detail. 7/16” wide by ½” 

tall and can be drilled and tapped from 00-90 to 1-

72 

LS15-500   $4.00 

 Single pipe/conduit clamps. A great way to hold 

pipes where they need to stay and make things look 

neat.  Available in 4 sizes. 1/16”, 1/8”, 3/16” and ¼” 

PC062   $4.00 

PC125   $4.00 

PC187   $4.00 

PC250   $4.00 

 Investment cast lifting rings. These are used in a 

variety of areas from pump tops to throttle plates to 

other major appliances and more. 

LR080 can be threaded 0-80 and LR256 can be 

threaded 2-56 

LR080   $4.00 

LR256   $4.00 
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Diamond Plate Brass Sheet 

 

Patterned after real Diamond Plate sheet. Our true 

1.5 scale plate is etched in .062 half hard artillery 

brass. Sheets are 18” x 24”. Thus make beautiful 

running board, ladder, cab floors and more look 

real. Supplies are limited 

TSDTP15-FS   $275.00 

 

 

 

Coupler & Pockets 
 

 

Our sand-cast heavy duty drop shelf front coupler 

pocket is the perfect part for the front (or rear) of 

your project 

FME27-25   $42.00 

 

Made from our heavy coupler pocket above and 1 

of our cast steel couplers, this combination is super 

strong for pulling heavy. Perfect on the front or rear 

of your locomotive, car or other project 

FME27-25184   $130.00  

Price is for 1 machined pocket 

and coupler 

   

  

Brake Controls 
 

 

Our LP8 Westinghouse brake stand casting set lets 

you build the brake stand of your own design for 

your train control 

LP815-5   $115.00 

 

Our vacuum brake ejector works great and will 

draw 28+” of vacuum on steam. Features ¼-28 inlet 

and outlet threads and 3/16 MPT vacuum port 

VEJ15   $70.00 
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Water site glasses 
Finished and replacement parts 

 

 ½” diameter Replacement RED LINE water glass. 

Rated for steam to 150psi. available in 3 and 4” 

precut lengths. 

RLG500-3   $12.00 

RLG500-4   $16.00 

  

Simulated Nathan reflex glass coming soon 

 

   

   

Pumps & Books 

 

Sand cast in brass. This is the Bill Van Brocklin 

duplex. Can be built as an air or water pump and 

comes with a print book for machining. Supplied as 

castings only 

PVAW150   $180.00 

 

Written and drawn by Martin S. Lewis, these are 

the reprints we do every so often of the 3 small 

scall construction books that were sold by the 

original Little Engines in CA. These are for the 

¼”, ½” and ¾” scale locomotives sold as a 3-

volume set. 

Small Scales    $75.00 set 

 

Martin S. Lewis designed and drawn book of pump 

construction in ½”, ¾” 1” and 1-1/2” scales. This 

book is a great resource for the builder and offers 

some great pump projects for any machinist. 

MSLPUMPS   $25.00 
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 THESE NEXT PAGES LEFT BLANK FOR 

FUTURE PRODUCTS 
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